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Abstract

The purpose of the present study is to determine the words that came to the forefront of social media posts by fans for the 2018 World Cup Final, the most frequently used expressions, and the emotional tendencies of the fans. For this purpose, 56,877 tweets written in English on Twitter on the 2018 World Cup Final were extracted by the "R-Project" software and analyzed. According to the analysis results, it was concluded that a total of twenty positive statements were used with the highest frequency by fans, and it was also determined that the positive emotional trend was dominant compared to the negative trend, irrespective of what the result of the match was. In conclusion, it may be claimed that the perceptions and reactions of the fans regarding the World Cup Final are different from club matches at national level, and that mostly positive emotions came to the forefront.
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INTRODUCTION

The year 2018 witnessed one of the festivals that are held every four years, the World Cup Football Olympics, one of humanity’s biggest football festivals. The World Cup that was hosted by Russia in 2018 was carried out between 14 June and 15 July 2018. At the end of the football festival that lasted thirty days, France became the owner of the World Cup by winning against Croatia 4-2 in the final match. “Sports - especially football - are a social phenomenon with which people can reflect their reactions in a peaceful manner because this institution has eliminated differences such as religion, belief and ideology (Fişek, 1998:66)”. In fact, football competitions provide fans with the opportunity to act emotionally, releasing their emotions to reveal their positive and negative reactions (Raney, 2006:315). Again, these competitions may be considered as a tool for establishing good relations among people and for bringing them together (Krilenko & Stepchenkova, 2017). Today, this unity and communication has reached global dimensions with football stadiums and through the means of social media such as Twitter.

Thanks to social media platforms, especially Twitter, the relationship and communication among people and societies have become stronger, and are at a global level. Twitter is one of the most popular means of communication among social media platforms with its 297 million users (Yu & Wang, 2015; Zeng & Gerritsen, 2014). One of the fields in which the means of social media communication is widely used is football. It is possible to claim that football fans use Twitter, which is one of the most popular social media tools, intensively. Fans post their reactions and emotions on competitions via Twitter in a real-time manner (Wang, 2015; Ji & Raney, 2014). Furthermore, after matches have been played, football fans critique the match on social media, and post their feelings and thoughts through Twitter. In addition to being a very popular means of communication, Twitter has also become a gigantic data source for academic studies, and opened the way for new studies in many fields including social sciences, politics and sport sciences (Ceron et al., 2014; Himelboim et al., 2016; Kreiss, 2016).

Today, one type of study conducted by authors is by employing Twitter data in sentiment analysis studies (Duan & Cao, 2013; Krilenko & Stepchenkova, 2017; Liu, 2012:42; Yu & Wang, 2015), because, Twitter has become an important data source by providing a broad sentiment analysis platform for researchers (Pandey et al., 2017). Sentiment analysis may be defined as a method enabling researchers to determine the opinions, thoughts, and attitudes of people on products and services by obtaining their public opinions (Baudad et al., 2017; Liu, 2012:43;). In addition, it may be defined as the reporting and making sense of the large data volume on electronic platforms (Kaynar et al., 2016). In Sentiment Analysis, this making sense of the process may be carried out by employing analysis methods that are lexicon-based (Öztürk & Ayvaz, 2018) or machine learning-based (Mackey et al., 2018). It is observed in the literature that data are analyzed with sentiment analyses studies conducted in fields such as education, politics and tourism (Aldayel & Azmi, 2017; Deiner et al., 2017; Kim et. al., 2016; Khoo & Johnkhan, 2018; Mostafa, 2018; Pang & Lee, 2008; Workewych et al., 2017) and it was reported in previous studies that sentiment analysis studies may be conducted for football fans in sports sciences as well (Lucas et al., 2017; Yu & Wang, 2015).

Although football supporters extensively use Twitter, sentiment analysis in the field of sports has not yet been adequately investigated. On point, only three studies in which the words

“Twitter”, “World Cup” and “sentiment” were used together were detected in the advanced search carried out in the Title, Abstract and Keywords sections of the Science Direct Database to examine the literature (Lucas et al., 2017; Souza et al., 2016; Yu & Wang, 2015). It was seen that these three studies were related to the 2014 World Cup. In the present study, the sentiment analysis of the fans in the 2018 World Cup final match was performed.

It is expected that this study, which was conducted on sentiment analysis for the 2018 World Cup Final, will contribute to the relevant literature with the use of more than one sentiment glossary and the sharing of programming codes for authors, who could conduct emotion analysis studies on social media. For this reason, the purpose of this research is to determine the expressions and emotional tendencies that came to the forefront in the tweets regarding the 2018 World Cup final match. For this purpose, the answers to the following study questions were sought.

In the tweets that were written about the 2018 World Cup Final Match:

- What are the statements that come to the forefront, and what are the words that are associated with these statements?
- How is the emotional tendency that come to the forefront (Positive, Negative, Neutral)?

**Limitations**

This study was limited to the 56,877 tweets that were written in English and were posted on Twitter between 15-23 July 2018 regarding the 2018 World Cup final match. The reason why only English tweets were considered was that the RSentiment and Bin Liu Sentiment Glossaries used for emotion analysis are in English. In addition, as required by the Data Sharing Policy of Twitter, a maximum of 10,000 tweet data per day could be downloaded from the system. The data that were downloaded from Twitter consisted of all the tweets that contained the phrase “worldcupfinal” in their hashtags.

**METHODS**

**Research Model**

In the World Cup finals matches, it may be observed that although one team lost, the supporters of both teams had positive feelings. In this study, in which the directions and levels of these sentiments were examined, a sentiment analysis was carried out on the tweets that were shared through Twitter. For sentiment analysis, the English language tweets were scanned with the #worldcupfinal hashtag on the days after the final match, and 56,877 tweets were found. This data were extracted with the R-Project Software, which is open-source and free, and the sentiment analysis was made again with the same software. The details on the method employed in the present study are given in the following parts.

**Sampling**

The sampling consisted of 56,877 English language tweets and that were posted in Twitter with the #worldcupfinal hashtag between July 15-23, 2018. It was observed that the tweets written
specifically for the final match of the 2018 World Cup were shared with the hashtags #Worldcupfinal, #Worldcupfinals, #Worldcupfinal18 and #Worldcupfinal2018. For this reason, all the tweets that included the #worldcupfinal hashtag were extracted from Twitter to find the posts made with all these hashtags. The other point that was considered when downloading the data that would constitute the sampling was that the expressions used in the tweets were written in English. As the RSentiment and Bing Liu Glossaries, which would be employed during the sentiment analysis in the study, had English words, a filter was applied to ensure that the tweets were in English. Accordingly, the filtering was carried out with the lang = “en” parameter, which is provided by Twitter, during the downloading of the data, and in this way, tweets written in English about the World Cup 2018 final match constituted the sampling of the study.

When the number of sampling was determined, the situation in which the number of daily tweets about the match decreasing was taken into consideration. Subsequently, when a great decline was observed in the number tweets with the #worldcupfinal hashtag, the data collection process for the sampling was ended, which was the 9th day following the match. In this way, the 56,877 tweets posted between 15-23 July, 2018 constituted the sample. The graph showing the numbers of tweets by days is presented in Figure 1 below.

![Figure 1. The distribution of the tweets that were posted on the 2018 World Cup final match according to days](image)

When Figure 1 is examined, it is seen that over 10,000 tweets were posted during the first 4 days; and as of the 5th day, the posts decreased over time. In addition, since Twitter only allows the downloading of a maximum of 10,000 tweet data daily, the tweets that were downloaded were limited to 10,000 for the first 4 days.

**Data Collection Tool**

The tweet data was collected from an open source statistical computer software called ‘R Project’. R Project provides ease of use with many ready-made libraries for researchers and one of these libraries is ‘twitterR’. In this study, all the tweet data was collected thanks to the R Project software, twitterR library and R programming codes written by the researchers. The R Project libraries and library codes used are below.
With the help of the programming codes given above, the tweets that had the “worldcupfinal” hashtag and that were written in English (maximum 10,000) were extracted and transferred to a CSV format file. When the posts on the subject matter decreased in number, all the data in the CSV files where the 9-day data were kept were collected into a single CSV file; and then the process of data cleansing was initiated for the analyses.

Research Ethics
In the scope of the protection of human and animal rights, the Journal of Sport Sciences Researches adopts the exact convenience principle of national and international ethical rules and principles. In this context, the principles of the journal and general scientific ethical rules were followed during the research process.

Data Collection Process
In the present study, the data collection process was initiated following the 2018 World Cup final match. According to its free use policy, Twitter allows the extraction of tweets made maximum one week ago. For this reason, with the help of the R programming codes that were written by the researchers, posts made one day ago were downloaded. To enable the researchers to conduct studies on data analysis in social media, the R-Programming codes that were employed to extract the data from Twitter are presented below.

```
library(twitteR)  # Gets the tweets on twitter
library(tm)       # Creates term document matrix
library(wordcloud) # Creates word cloud
library(RSentiment) # Analysis sentiment

cekilecekKelime="worldcupfinal"    # Define hashtag
cekilecekTweetSayisi=10000          # Define number of max tweets
setwd("C:/worldcup2018")            # Define working folder in computer
setup_twitter_oauth(consumer_key, consumer_secret, access_token, access_secret)  # Define twitter account below

buTarihten="2018-07-15"             # Choose starting date (yyyy-mm-dd) *
buTariheKadar="2018-07-16"          # Choose ending date (yyyy-mm-dd) *

# The following code was repeated for all days
tweets = searchTwitter (cekilecekKelime, n = cekilecekTweetSayisi, lang = "en", since = buTarihten, until = buTariheKadar, locale = NULL, geocode = NULL, sinceID = NULL, maxID = NULL, resultType = NULL, retryOnRateLimit = 120)
tweet.arif <- sapply(tweets, function(x) x$getText())
write.csv2(tweet.arif, file = "15.csv")  # Exporting data to a CSV file *

# The above code was repeated for all days
```

* Date in this line was changed for each day.

Analysis of the Data
A total of 56,877 tweet data were collected in 9 days were analyzed to determine the emotions, the most frequently used words, and the other words with which these words were used, that came to the forefront in posts. Firstly, the Term Document Matrix was formed based on the data that were cleansed for the first study question, then the frequency calculation, finding related words, forming a word cloud, and drawing the graph were carried out.
For the second study question, each word that was detected in each tweet was analyzed in sentimental terms by employing the RSentement and Bing Liu Glossaries; and the direction of the tweets was determined according to these two glossaries (very positive, positive, neutral, negative, very negative). Since there were no specific glossaries for sports sciences, two different glossaries were employed in the present study to increase the reliability of the findings on sentiment analysis. The R-Programming codes and their explanations that were employed for the analyses of the study questions are given below for the benefit of other researchers who would like to conduct studies on data analysis in social media.

```r
# 1. Analysis for the first research question
# 1.1. Creation of term document matrix
docs <- Corpus(VectorSource(text))
dtm <- TermDocumentMatrix(docs)
m <- as.matrix(dtm)
v <- sort(rowSums(m), decreasing = TRUE)
d <- data.frame(word = names(v), freq = v)

# 1.2. The most used 20 words
head(d, 20)

# 1.3. Identifying the words associated with 20 words one by one (example word: croatia)
findAssocs(dtm, terms = "croatia", corlimit = 0.3)

# 1.4. Creation of Word Cloud
set.seed(1234)
wordcloud(words = d$word, freq = d$freq, min.freq = 1,
          max.words = 200, random.order = FALSE, rot.per = 0.35,
          colors = brewer.pal(8, "Dark2"))

# 1.5. Graphics of the most frequently used words
barplot(d[1:20,]$freq, las = 2, names.arg = d[1:20,]$word,
        col = "lightblue", main = "Most frequent words",
        ylab = "Word frequencies")

# 2. Analysis for the second research question
# 2.1. Preparation
text <- readLines(file.choose)  # Choose the CSV file that includes the tweets

text = gsub('[[:punct:]]', '', text)  # Removes punctuation characters

text = gsub('[[:cntrl:]]', '', text)  # Removes control characters

# 2.2. Sentiment analysis using RSentiment's English lexicon
calculate_total_presence_sentiment(text)

# 2.3. Sentiment analysis using Bing Liu's English lexicon
# Lexicon was downloaded from https://github.com/jeffreybreen/twitter-sentiment-analysis-tutorial-201107/tree/master/data/opinion-lexicon-English

calculate_custom_total_presence_sentiment(text, pos_words = scan("words-positive.txt", what = "character", comment.char = ""),
                                         neg_words = scan("words-negative.txt", what = "character", comment.char = ""))
```
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FINDINGS

The statements in the tweets for the 2018 World Cup final match that came to the forefront in the scope of the first study question, and the words that were related to these statements are provided. Then, a “word cloud” was formed for the 200 words that were used most frequently in these tweets. The statements and the words related to these expressions in the tweets that were posted regarding the 2018 World Cup final match are given in Table 1 below.

Table 1. The most used words in tweets and most frequently expressed used with these words

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Word</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
<th>Used words together (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>croatia</td>
<td>11071</td>
<td>attended (65)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>france</td>
<td>10920</td>
<td>grabarkitarovic (62)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>kolinda (62)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>hats (61)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>every (60)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kids</td>
<td>10601</td>
<td>reenacted (82)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>match</td>
<td>10235</td>
<td>match (67)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>game</td>
<td>9945</td>
<td>wowwhat (97)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>reenacted</td>
<td>7261</td>
<td>congrats (94)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>world</td>
<td>6308</td>
<td>cup (85)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>good</td>
<td>5574</td>
<td>wowwhat (89)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>game (87)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>congrats (86)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cup</td>
<td>5143</td>
<td>world (85)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>congrats</td>
<td>4841</td>
<td>wowwhat (96)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>work</td>
<td>4719</td>
<td>hard (97)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>president</td>
<td>4561</td>
<td>kolinda (74)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>grabarkitarovic (71)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>attended (66)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hard</td>
<td>4537</td>
<td>sides (100)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sides</td>
<td>4510</td>
<td>work (97)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>wowwhat</td>
<td>4497</td>
<td>game (97)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kylian</td>
<td>4176</td>
<td>boots (84)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>continuar (84)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>dust (84)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>equaling (84)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>again (82)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>igualar (84)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>like (71)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>like</td>
<td>4078</td>
<td>boots (85)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>continuar (85)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>dust (85)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>equaling (85)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>again (83)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>igualar (85)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>kylian (71)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>amp</td>
<td>3835</td>
<td>recreated (86)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>perfect (85)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>beautiful (84)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>again</td>
<td>3158</td>
<td>boots (97)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>continuar (97)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>dust (97)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>equaling (97)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>igualar (97)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>beautiful</td>
<td>3126</td>
<td>recreated (97)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>perfect (96)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>amp (84)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

When Table 1 is examined, it is seen that the statements about the 2018 World Cup Final Match are listed as: “Croatia”, “France”, “Kids”, “Match”, “Game”, “Reenacted”, “World”, “Good”, “Cup”, “Congrats”, “Work”, “President”, “Hard”, “Sides”, “Wowwhat”, “Kylian”, “Like”, “Amp”, “Again”, and “Beautiful”. Following the determination of the 20 statements that came to the forefront in the Twitter posts, it was determined which words they were most commonly used with together with over 60% frequency. In this respect, it was seen that the word “Croatia”, which came to the forefront, was used together with the words “attended”, “kolinda” and “grabarkitarovic”. Another word, which came to the forefront was “France”, which was used with the words “congrats”, “game” and “wowwhat”.

A “word cloud” consisted of the 200 words most commonly used in the tweets about the 2018 World Cup final match is given to consider the words from a wider viewpoint (Figure 2).
Figure 2. The “word cloud” that was formed for the 200 words that were most commonly used

As it may be understood from the “word cloud”, it is seen that the words that represent the unifying power of football like “equaling”, “perfect”, “muslims”, “bringing”, “celebrate”, “woman”, “won”, “brothers”, “alive”, “winner” were used in the posts.

In the scope of the second study question, a Sentiment Analysis was conducted in order to determine the sentimental tendencies of Twitter posts of the fans about the final match. Two different sentiment analysis glossaries (i.e. RSentement and Bing Liu) were employed for the purpose of determining the sentimental distribution of the tweets. The graph that shows the sentimental distribution of the tweets according to the RSentiments English Lexicon and Bing Liu Sentiment Lexicon is given below in Figure 3.
When Figure 3 is examined it is seen that the word counts in Twitter shares according to the results of the analysis made with the RSentement Lexicon were; very negative 2211 (4%), negative 3217 (6%), neutral 19,536 (34%), positive 11,507 (20%) and very positive 20,406 (36%). The word counts in Twitter posts according to the results of the analysis made with the Bing Liu Lexicon were; very negative 587 (1%), negative 3361 (6%), neutral 27,854 (49%), positive 14,803 (26%) and very positive 10,272 (18%). As a result of the Sentiment Analysis that was carried out with RSentiment Lexicon, it was determined that the positive tweet rate was 56%, and the negative tweet rate was 10%. As a result of the Sentiment Analysis carried out with the Bing Liu Sentiment Lexicon, the rate of positive tweets was 44%, and the negative tweet rate was 7%. For this reason, it is understood that the rate of the positive tweets is higher at a significant level than the rate of the negative tweets according to both glossaries. However, according to the analysis results obtained with the RSentiment Lexicon, the rate of the Neutral tweets is 34%, and 49% according to the analysis results obtained with the Bing Liu Sentiment Lexicon.

**DISCUSSION and CONCLUSION**

Since fans can express themselves in a comfortable manner in great sports events such as the World Cup, their sentimental reactions can be measured (Lucas et al., 2017). Based on this viewpoint, the purpose of the present study was to determine the statements of the fans in their tweets about the 2018 world cup final match, the words related to these statements, and the emotional tendencies in Twitter posts.

As the first step, the statements about the world cup final match in Twitter shares were determined in the scope of the first study question. In this respect, the statements “Croatia”, “France”, “kids”, “match” and “game” came to the forefront in the tweets. Unlike statements of violent and hatred sometimes seen on football fields, the fact that the expressions in Twitter posts about the World Cup final match are positive attracts attention and is exciting. When the statements used were examined with a closer look, it is possible to claim that Twitter posts have positive statements including “Congrats”, “Beautiful” and “Good”. At this point, it is understood that the competition in the World Cup is different from club football; and nations seem to be supporting their teams in a gentle manner. It may also be claimed that fans who
come from different religions, races or nationalities and speak different languages may well be uniting around the beauty of football in terms of fair play. Because sports—especially football—is a universal activity field that reduces the differences between cultures, improves international relations and contributes to world peace (Üstünel & Alkurt, 2015).

Following the determination of the statements that came to the forefront in Twitter posts, the words that were used most frequently were determined. In this respect, it was determined that the word “Croatia”, which came to the forefront, was used together with the words “attended”, “kolinda” and “grabarkitarovic”. It was also understood that another word, “France”, which was used most frequently, was used together with the words “congrats”, “game” and “wowwhat”. It may be claimed that using the word “France” especially with the word “congrats” was due to the fact that it completed the tournament as the champion and had the world cup. It was also determined that the word “Croatia” was used in an intense manner together with the name of the political head of Croatia (Kolinda Grabar-Kitarovic). This can be explained in two ways. Firstly, the president of Croatia supported the Croatian national team throughout the World Cup, and was in the tribunes; and secondly, the relationship between football and politics showed itself in this World Cup specifically with Croatia.

İnce (2016), who examined the football-politics relationship, reported that governments adopted being within sports, especially in football, as a policy, and underlined that there is a close relationship between politicians and sports. Goig (2017), who analyzed the relationship between football and politics on a club basis with the fans of Barcelona, Atletico Madrid and Real Madrid in Spain, reported that the ideologies that were represented by the clubs overlapped with the political viewpoints of the fans. For this reason, the word “Croatia” being used together with the name of a head of state may be accepted as an indicator of the fact that football and politics are in very close contact.

For the purpose of considering the words that came to the forefront in the scope of the study, a “word cloud” that had 200 words was prepared. According to this “word cloud”, it may be claimed that the words “equaling”, “perfect”, “muslims”, “bringing”, “celebrate” and “woman”, which represent the peaceful and unifying power of football, were used. As a matter of fact, Afacan et al. (2017) pointed out that football, which was a popular sports branch, had a unifying and integrative structure. However, unlike this positive finding, it is observed that the studies reported in the literature examining the relationship between fans and football, were generally shaped around violence and hooliganism (Newson et al., 2018; Raspaud & Bastos, 2013; Stott et al., 2008; Sekulic et al., 2015; Spaaij, 2008; Wakefield & Wann, 2006). The fact that the findings of the present study is different from the findings reported in the literature may be explained with the difference in the viewpoints of the fans of the World Cup event.

In the scope of the second study question, the sentimental distributions of the Tweets that were posted by the fans on the final match were determined. For this purpose, the RSentiment English Lexicon and the Bing Liu English Lexicon were employed in Sentiment Analysis. The results of the Sentiment Analysis carried out with both dictionaries showed that the rate of positive tweets about to the final match was much higher than negative tweets. However, in a study conducted on the 2014 World Cup for Sentiment Analysis by Yu & Wang (2015), it was concluded that the sentimental tendencies of the fans were negative in their Twitter posts when their team lost the game. However, it was concluded in another Sentiment Analysis study on
the 2014 Olympic Games in Sochi, that the emotional tendencies of the supporters who followed the matches were positive in their Twitter posts (Krilenko & Stepchenkova, 2017). For this reason, it may be said that the findings of the current study both overlapped and did not overlap with the literature. This situation may be interpreted as the aggressive attitude among the fans in club-level competitions does not exist at the national team level, such as in the 2018 World Cup.

Again, according to the results of the analysis that were made with the RSentiment Lexicon, it was seen that the rate of the neutral tweets was 34%, and 49% according to the analysis made with the Bing Liu Sentiment Lexicon. According to the results of the analysis made with both glossaries, it may be claimed that the fans’ neutrality in terms of sentiments was caused by the fact that final match was followed by the supporters of countries other than France and Croatia; and that they were able to remain neutral.

In this study, the statements of the fans that came to the forefront about the 2018 World Cup final match, the words that were related with these statements, and the emotional tendencies of Twitter posts were determined. In this respect, when the 56,877 tweets that were posted about the World Cup final match were analyzed, it was determined that:

- all of the statements and the words that were used together with these statements were positive,
- according to the “word cloud” that was prepared in the context of the study, it was determined that the words that were used on Twitter posts were positive in general,
- the rate of positive tweets were much more than the rate of negative tweets,
- the perception in which the competition at a national level in the World Cup and the competition among clubs differentiated in a positive way.

In future studies, it may be recommended that a glossary be formed for sentiment analysis in specific areas, such as sports sciences, and methods, e.g. machine learning, may be employed to analyze tweets that are written in more than one language.
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